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Answer any two questions From Section A and any five questions ,;roin 

•uestiom 	 earn,,. 20 marks each (iii be ans%vered 1T about (100 

"4 1 1-!ib; em-711) and itiose 	 17, marks eac h (to be arisi,vered In :thong 

:456 io,ords each). lin the case of numerical questions word limits do not apply. 

Section A 

,e,.4 ) 11 01111 t.. 

,11t P., this statement.. 

)iscuss iiinswanger's experirocro on risk attitude Ill aurieulture? F.laborate on the 

individual level and communik 	
for farmer household~ to 

manage risks? 

I }Licuss the issue of °ender discrimination 	
rural employmentIneia. Examine 

their causes and consequences. 
• . 	. 	. 

Why do cyclical, prict movements occur in ease of agricultural commodities? 

ixplain with the help of the Cobweb theorem. 

Section B 

in the context of aoricultural credit, discuss the three well established methods of 

credit appraisal. 

o. 	Pxplain the rime-series approach to lOreeasting agricultural prices. flow can Box- 

.1.2tikins ARAM:\ improvQ.. the cificient of your forecasts'? 

Present the formalized derivation for estimating the price elasticity of 'marketed 
surplus' proposed by Behrman. Do you agree that this is an improvement over 

the model suggested by Raj Krishna: why? 



8. Given that: (i) output-labour ratio is 0.5., 	incremental output-iaboar r2Ji() is 

1a -labour ratio is f) 1 : v incremental land-labon: 	0 0: Sri 

share of iaric: in income is 0.7 : 

f,a) calculate Solow's measure of teollnical change; and 
(b) if returns to scale is 1.1, labour usage is 100 units and incremental labour 

usage is 10 rinits, will the above measure of technical change be affected? 

9. i-lowsare 'institutions"  defined! 	.u.at role do they play in ensuring growth with 

sustainability? 

10. What is forward trading in agricultural commodities? What is the difference 
between 'hedging'  and 'speculation'?. 

Distin,.4uiSh between the four types of 'efficiency ). Can.  'technical efficiency 

.::,:.)1.1;?,1 to '-economie;efficienc)."? 1:tiscuss. 
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